From local humble beginnings to servicing an
award-winning, international footprint, Wayne and
Marie Lobascio manage hundreds of residential
and commercial moves each year. Transtar’s
history in the area runs deep, and they are proud
to have helped build a company with a family-like
atmosphere that always puts customers first.
A Moving Company That Cares: Family-Run
For Nearly 60 Years
Founded by Wayne’s father, Carmine Lobascio, Transtar Moving Systems now provides
customers with a full array of moving and storage capabilities for local, long-distance or
international moves. Carmine began his career in the industry as a coast-to-coast driver,
and in 1962 decided to take a leap and start his own moving company: Cherry Hill
Moving and Storage. Over the next six decades, the family worked together to grow
Cherry Hill Moving and Storage into what Transtar is today. The family sadly lost
Carmine on December 17, 2020.
Transtar sets itself apart from its competitors in a number of ways. Their longevity in the
field, coupled with the experience levels of their long-term staff has allowed them to
provide moving and storage services that customers can count on. Roughly 60% of their
50-person team has been with the company for more than fifteen years. That low level
of turnover has allowed the team to gel into a professional and capable team. And,
Marie’s experience as a teacher has given them an edge – every new employee goes
through a custom training process that she developed (including packing training) that
enhances their skills and builds teamwork.
They offer a variety of services, including residential and commercial moving, logistics
and distribution, packing and warehouse storage services, and automobile
transportation. They also provide pre- and post-relocation related services, including
packing, unpacking, crating, uncrating, and box delivery, as well as, the handling of
artwork, safes, grandfather clocks, appliances, light fixtures and chandeliers.
Celebrating Five Years as a NEXUS Affiliate
As a NEXUS member since 2016, Wayne and Marie have participated as an affiliate in a
variety of ways including sponsoring the Circle of Excellence and Breakfast of Champions
awards, and spending time in-person during Continuing Education sessions and NEXUS
happy hours.
They’ve been working to develop a “Help Your Clients Avoid Moving Nightmares”
seminar that has potential to become a lunch and learn or virtual presentation that
members can learn from to help educate their buyers and sellers about how to make
their moves as smooth as possible.
They are both looking forward to resuming in-person activities with NEXUS once it is
safe again to do so and continue to strengthen the relationships they’ve built as an
NEXUS affiliate.

Providing Customer Service That Exceeds Expectation
Only a credible, reliable and trustworthy moving company would be trusted by the
Philadelphia Eagles to pack and haul all of their equipment out to Minneapolis for Super
Bowl LII. Other clients also include Temple, Villanova, Rutgers, and University of
Delaware. Their top priority to deliver efficient worry free moving at affordable prices,
and each move is planned and coordinated according to each family or company’s
needs.
Moving, whether locally or long-distance can be an extremely stressful time. Wayne and
Marie offer a few tips to help make a move go smoothly:
Check credentials: Always ensure a moving company has the licenses and insurance
required in the state where the move is originating. Checking testimonials or asking
for customer references can also help to ensure the company is reputable.
Plan ahead: Preparation and doing your homework before the moving date can help
to eliminate delays and added stress. Ask your mover about their expectations for
and be prepared to meet their preparation preferences.
Pack, pack, pack: Proper packing will most of the time take longer than you think.
Start well in advance, label boxes so they are easily read, and do your best to have
everything ready to be removed. Waiting until last minute will increase your stress
and possibly your moving costs.
Need help moving, or need to connect a client with a reputable, local, family-run moving
company? You can reach Transtar Moving Systems at 855.720.7833, or email Wayne at
wlobascio@transtarmoving.com. You can also connect with them on social media on
Facebook or LinkedIn.
IN MEMORY OF CARMINE
LOBASCIO
Carmine Lobascio was the founder of
our company and was one of the
strongest toughest men we will ever
know. At the same time he was one of
the most kind and generous men any
of us have had the pleasure to spend
time with. He was a man that had
enough courage to buy an H Model
Mack tractor almost 60 years ago with
absolutely no truck driving or moving
and storage experience. He immediately signed on as an owner operator with US Van
Lines (Now United Van Lines) and drove coast-to-coast moving HHG. He then signed on
with Banner Moving and Storage an agent for Wheaton Van Lines working out of the
very same building that he purchased over 40 years later as our headquarters today.

